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ABSTRACT
Public awareness of environmental sustainability has increased since the late
twentieth century, when it was recognised that the substantial deterioration of natural
resources and the environment was a serious concern. Awareness, however, must
develop towards acceptance, requiring a vital paradigm shift to make substantive
progress. Sustainable development has made significant advances since the onset of
environmental activism and the introduction of early, rudimentary sustainable options
and costly eco-friendly products, yet ‘sustainability’ is still mentally associated with
the need for compromise. It has become apparent that people may only accept a
sustainable alternative if it is easy, affordable and attractive.

To act as a catalyst for changing the public acceptance of sustainability, this research
project proposes to implement Hedonistic Sustainability, creating a ‘Bio Park’ as a
hybrid urban farm and public entertainment destination, encouraging the public into a
positive relationship with their environment, and in turn sustainable development.
This project will explore how education and entertainment can be combined in a
playful manner for the public to experience a functioning urban farm as an exciting,
contemporary destination, ultimately aiming to inspire people to view sustainable
development in an appealing and positive light.
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DEFINITIONS
Hedonistic Sustainability

Bio Park:

A more desirable form of sustainability aiming to increase life quality and human

(n.) A public zone devoted to the promotion of life and sustainable practice,

enjoyment.

combining education and entertainment.

Biomimicry
Mimicking the functional basis of biological forms, processes and systems to produce
sustainable solutions.

Biophilia
The innate tendency to focus on life and lifelike processes.

Metabolism
The chemical processes that occur within a living organism to maintain life.
In architecture: Viewing the city not as a static entity but as an ever-changing
organism requiring metabolism to maintain life.

Sustainable Development
Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

“The Stone Age did not end because humans ran out of stones. It ended
because it was time for a re-think about how we live.” – William McDonough,
Architect1

1
William McDonough quoted in Jo Twist, “Eco-designs on Future Cities,” last updated July 14,
2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4682011.stm

12

1.1 Research Question

How can the public acceptance of sustainability be changed through using principles
of hedonistic sustainability in establishing a hybrid urban farm as a dynamic public
destination for Auckland?

13

Fig 1.1: Diagram identifying concepts derived from hedonistic sustainability.
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1.2 Background
To this day, sustainable development faces resistance from the public, commonly

ultimately educate the public on the importance of sustainability; and principles of

perceived as a strenuous addition, or that it requires sacrifice and compromise to be

biomimicry, for successful sustainable development and the key functional aspects

achieved.2 There must be a significant paradigm shift in order to change the negative

required of an urban farm.

perceptions of sustainability that exist. Danish architect, Bjarke Ingels, suggests
that these beliefs originate from traditional Protestant beliefs of atonement, “that it

Drawing on the theory of American biologist Edward O. Wilson, humans are

hurts to do good.”3 This was also likely derived from initial environmental activists

considered to have some sort of instinctive attraction to nature. Wilson used the term

and early sustainable options associated with effort, deprivation and lack of quality.

biophilia to describe “the innate tendency to focus on life and lifelike processes.”5

‘Hedonistic’ sustainability, however, takes a different, more contemporary approach

This is also relevant to the ‘pleasure’ aspect of hedonism: biophilic architecture

to battle this stigma. The noun, ‘hedonism’ in philosophy describes the theory that

focuses on creating healthy and productive environments for increasing human life

pleasure, as opposed to pain, is intrinsically valuable. This should not be confused

quality as well as designing ways to reconnect people with the natural environment.

with ‘Folk Hedonism,’4 a non-philosophical view of hedonism that assumes hedonists

The theory of biophilia is also essentially connected to theories of biomimicry, with

are only concerned with acting indulgently with no regard for their future or others.

an emphasis on a positive relationship with the natural. Biophilia then becomes

Ingels has coined the term ‘Hedonistic Sustainability’ as a more desirable and playful

a fundamental philosophy that is kept in mind for design process, but not a main

form of sustainability aiming to increase life quality and human enjoyment.

theoretical focus.

In this research project, two main concepts have been derived in relation to hedonistic

The innate tendency Wilson implied is also why biomimicry is relevant for this

sustainability to build on Ingels’ theory; applying ‘education through entertainment,’

project. Biomimicry is not a recent concept; however, the principle has been applied

for the psychological aspect of using enjoyment and entertainment to attract and

to architecture more in recent years. Michael Pawlyn, British architect on the

2
Irene Lorenzoni, and Nick F. Pidgeon, “Public Views on Climate Change: European and USA
Perspectives,” Climatic Change 77, no.1 (2006): 83.
3
Bjarke Ingels, “Hedonistic Sustainability,” TEDx Talk, last modified May 17, 2011, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogXT_CI7KRU
4
Dan Weijers, “Hedonism,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, accessed March 10, 2016,
http://www.iep.utm.edu/hedonism/

forefront of biomimicry in architecture, defines this as “mimicking the functional
basis of biological forms, processes and systems to produce sustainable solutions.”6
5
6

Edward O. Wilson, Biophilia. (London: Harvard University Press, 1984), 1.
Michael Pawlyn, Biomimicry in Architecture (London: Riba Publishing, 2011), 2.
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Biomimicry in design can be used to create architecture that is more attractive to
the public, drawing on our instinctive attraction to the natural. The use of nature as
inspiration for architecture does not necessarily mean it is literally communicated
– such as designing a building to have the aesthetic appearance of a tree, or other
element found in nature. Instead, by observing the complex biological processes and
occurrences in nature, we may be able to learn more successful ways of developing
architecture with more efficient and sustainable systems to support life. For this
project the focus will be on applying an analysis of biology to the design process,
beyond purely aesthetic applications, by exploring and applying conceptually
strategic concepts and models to then be explored and applied to the design of a ‘Bio
Park’ in central Auckland.
“I think the biggest innovations of the 21st century will be at the intersection of
As well as the biomimetic systems and technology that may be used at the Bio Park,

biology and technology. A new era is beginning.”7

for the project to be successful in changing the public acceptance of sustainability,
it will need to be appealing and attractive for both visitors and the local community.
This is where the concept of education through entertainment can be explored,
investigating new ways to attract the public and capture their imagination in a
positive, playful environment. Biomimicry can also contribute to this, as a new way
of thinking that can provide a positive way of looking at sustainable design.

16

7

Walter Isaacson, Steve Jobs (New York, NY: Simon and Schuster, 2011), 539.

1.3 Project Outline

For this research project the chosen site is located at Wynyard Point in Auckland City,

Three main programmes will be incorporated into this urban farm; the functional

commonly referred to as the “Tank Farm,”8 currently an industrial area and not often

metabolic aspects, dealing with energy, food, water and waste; the public areas,

visited by the public. The site will be developed from 2016-2020, upon the expiry

for recreation and education; and areas for research and development. Metabolic

of existing leases on the bulk storage tanks that currently occupy the site. This could

functions of the urban farm are derived from biomimetic principles, observing

allow for an opportunity to change and improve the site, allowing a new sustainable

how ecosystems function successfully. The fundamental idea is that all waste is

farm to emerge and replace the “Tank Farm” in an attempt to reverse the damage of

eliminated and materials circulate in a healthy metabolism, a concept more recently

the current environment.

adopted by approaches such as ‘Cradle to Cradle’9 and ‘circular economy’10 methods.

Issues of water, waste, energy and food must be addressed at the urban farm;
examining the role that sustainable public architecture can play in relation to these
issues and how the public can learn the importance of these functions in an interactive
manner. The complex will be of a hybrid function, a public site that acts as an
interactive farm for produce and energy, as well as serving an educational purpose
for visitors by applying the concept of ‘education through entertainment.’ Urban
planning for the area has designated it as key parkland, yet instead it has the potential
to serve a much more vital purpose as a farm and educational facility, as well as a
type of park for public enjoyment. This project will, therefore, become somewhat of

Fig 1.2: Initial impression of a hybrid urban farm program.

an architectural experiment, pushing the boundaries and creating a new type of hybrid
public urban farm.
8
Wynyard Quarter, “Wynyard Point,” accessed September, 20, 2016, http://www.wynyardquarter.co.nz/wynyard-point

9
Michael Braungart, and William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make
Things (London: Macmillan, 2010).
10
Ellen Macarthur Foundation, “Circular Economy,” accessed September 20, 2016, https://www.
ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy
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1.4 Scope and Limitations
This project involves a hybrid urban farm typology, including various functions
and activities. The idea of an ‘urban farm’ encompasses exploring possibilities for
farming and harvesting produce, as well as solar, wind, thermal and tidal energy.
Analysis and ascertaining of what the programme may entail will be undertaken
throughout the research project. However, the workings of complex technologies and
specialised engineering will not be investigated in as much detail. The focus for the
design outcome of this project is not technical accuracy, so any further development
of metabolic systems would require collaboration with specialised professionals.

This project accepts and builds on Panuku Development’s future plan for Wynyard
Quarter to the extent that the immediate surroundings of the site are studied and
minor alterations to the master planning for the site of Wynyard Point are identified.
The surrounding context of the marine industry and Auckland CBD is also considered
in direct relation to the project.

The resulting design is specific to Wynyard Point in Auckland; however, the intention
for this concept is that similar projects, with the same principles and strategies, could
potentially be developed in other cities within New Zealand and internationally.

18

1.5 Methodology
The methodology for this research project involves various key phases of analysis.
The first is to understand the theory of hedonistic sustainability and explore the
secondary concepts of biomimicry and
education through entertainment. This includes reflection on the history behind
sustainable development and existing public perception.
Context analysis will involve studying the setting of Auckland waterfront and
Wynyard Quarter, considering the current conditions and future development
prospects. A precedent review evaluates relevant aspects against the proposal of a
hybrid urban farm. The design outcome will include a proposed development in
response to context and theory research.

19

2.0 THEORETICAL REVIEW

22

2.1 The Beginnings of Sustainable Development
Sustainable development has origins in ideas developed in Europe from the

increased since the 1980’s with increased exposure on mainstream media. However,

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries around sustainable forest management.11

this is still only the beginning and a significant change is now required to shift from

The Industrial Revolution of the Eighteenth Century opened up many opportunities

awareness to practice. Rapid urbanisation presents an imminent concern, with the

for the modern world, discovering the potential of fossil fuels to power engines

world population expected to increase 33% by 2050, reaching 9.9 billion, with New

and eventually generating electricity. Environmental problems and energy crises

Zealand’s population projected to reach 5.7 million.13 This only reinforces the urgent

became an enormous concern of the late Twentieth Century, exposing how dependent

need for sustainable urban intervention.

on non-renewable energy sources the world had become. In response a growing
environmental movement pointed out the importance of maintaining our environment
for future generations.

In 1983 the Brundtland Commission was established by the United Nations with
the aim to unite countries in pursuit of global sustainable development. The term
‘sustainable development’ was coined and defined in Our Common Future, commonly
known as the Brundtland Report of 1987, as “Development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.”12 The need had arisen to address the impact of cities on the environment and
the accelerating degradation of natural ecosystems. Initially, there was much denial
and scepticism with a widespread resistance to change, despite extensive scientific
evidence. Awareness of climate change, conservation and sustainability has
11
Ulrich Grober, Deep Roots: A Conceptual History of “Sustainable Development”
(Nachhaltigkeit) Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung, (Berlin, Germany: WZB, 2007).
12
World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1987).

Fig 2.1 (left): Image showing atmospheric pollution in Japan.
13
2016).

Population Reference Bureau, 2016 World Population Data Sheet (Washington, DC: PRB,
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2.2 Accepting Sustainable Development
Although most people now believe climate change and sustainability to be

the very theme they try to promote. There is, however, one very significant outcome

important issues, some psychologists blame psychological barriers for impeding

that they are able to increase: awareness.

“behavioural choices that would facilitate mitigation, adaptation, and environmental
sustainability.”14 Due to many possible causes of inaction, the public has yet to make

The politicised history of the debate on climate change could also be the reason for

substantial progress in truly embracing sustainable development. A recent study

causing the confusion and doubt surrounding environmental sustainability. Many

has reflected a global consensus that climate change is a serious problem, yet less

countries are currently experiencing a significant divide in partisan beliefs concerning

are concerned that they will be harmed personally, with a global median of 40%.15

climate change, particularly the United States, where it has been said that climate

The study also shows that from 20 countries surveyed, there has been little change

change beliefs are “more politically polarising than abortion” and gay marriage.17

between 2010-2015 in concerns relating to global warming and sustainability.
Negative perceptions of sustainable development likely began to develop as a

Another contributing factor to these negative perceptions could be linked to personal

reaction to environmental activists, following the Industrial Revolution. Studies have

experiences with early sustainable, ‘green’ options. As ‘eco-friendly’ products

shown that the general public perception of activists tends to be an undesirable one,

became available, it became clear that sustainable options were often not yet as

stating “the very nature of activism leads to negative stereotyping.”16 Researchers

effective or easy to use as other everyday products. As Ikea’s corporate innovator,

examined the possibility that resistance to social change could be attributed to an

Steve Howard recounted, there were ineffective detergents, dim light bulbs that took

individual’s negative stereotype of activists, making them less likely to accept or

several minutes to warm up and rough recycled toilet paper. “So every time you

undertake practices promoted by the activists. Paradoxically, though environmental

pulled on a t-shirt, or switched on the light, or went to the bathroom, or sometimes

activists aim to urge people into action, they contribute to a negative association with

all three together, you were reminded sustainability was about compromise.”18 Since

14
Robert Gifford, “The Dragons of Inaction: Psychological Barriers that Limit Climate Change
Mitigation and Adaptation,” American Psychologist, 66 no.4, (2011), 290-302.
15
Bruce Stokes, Richard Wike and Jill Carle, “Global Concern About Climate Change, Broad
Support for Limiting Emissions,” Pew Research Center, last updated November 5, 2015, http://www.
pewglobal.org/2015/11/05/global-concern-about-climate-change-broad-support-for-limiting-emissions/
16
Nadia Y. Bashir, et al., “The Ironic Impact of Activists: Negative Stereotypes Reduce Social
Change Influence,” European Journal of Social Psychology, 43 no.7 (2013): 614–626. doi: 10.1002/
ejsp.1983
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these early iterations, there have been many developments in sustainable products,
technology and systems, yet sustainability is still associated with previous negative
17
Seth Borenstein, “Divided America: Temperatures Rise, US Splits,” Associated Press, last
updated August 15, 2016. http://bigstory.ap.org/article/ce7583314867404485a310255546f647/dividedamerica-global-warming-polarizes-more-abortion
18
Steve Howard, “Let’s Go All-in on Selling Sustainability,” TedGlobal, June 2013, https://
www.ted.com/talks/steve_howard_let_s_go_all_in_on_selling_sustainability

memories and experiences.

Much has changed since it was first acknowledged that the world was experiencing
an energy crisis. But, in spite of the growing awareness and developing technology,
there is now a heightened sense of urgency for greater change, and Howard stated
“Sustainability has gone from a nice-to-do to a must-do.”19 People may care about
sustainability, but they generally care more about their immediate issues and the dayto-day challenges they face. To actively take part in the sustainability revolution they
want it to be easy, attractive, and affordable. These findings reinforce the need for a
new approach to sustainable development using education through entertainment, an
approach that is not negative or forceful but pleasurable and positive, incorporating
hedonistic sustainability. This research project will investigate a design outcome that
can be approachable and appealing to the public.

“I don’t think we’ve fully realized the extent to which sustainability is going to
shape society and the business landscape over the next couple of decades.” 20

Fig 2.2: Deforestation as portrayed in the film, “If a Tree Falls.”

19
20

Ibid.
Ibid.
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2.3 An Experimental Programme
An interactive urban farm in Auckland City could act as an experimental facility

Exhibitions produced significant works of innovation for their time, such as the Eiffel

for sustainable development. Unlike any project undertaken in New Zealand it will

Tower in 1889, and the Crystal Palace in 1851, which coincidentally used structural

be a hybrid facility for the public, educating and entertaining through incorporating

biomimicry as Joseph Paxton was inspired by the form of water lilies.

sustainable, metabolic operations of energy, food, water and waste As an
experimental programme, the city will have much to learn from an interactive urban
farm and it can form a starting point for future sustainable development in New
Zealand.

It is not a new concept for a city or country to support experimental programmes
in architecture; often there is a governmental impulse toward experimentation in
exhibition, tracing back to historical events such as the Great Exhibition in London,
1851. In a recent article, “Ruins of an Alternate Future”, Karissa Rosenfield writes
of architecture’s capacity to make a difference through temporary or permanent
exhibitions in which architects provide fleeting insights into an alternate future where
design initiates social change for the better.21
Rosenfield pointed out that although the Great Exhibition may have been motivated
by Great Britain’s capitalisation of its industrial superiority, “these exhibitions have
indeed produced radical works of architecture that not only introduced technical
and material innovations, but demonstrated new concepts of how a building’s
spatial configuration can influence the social relation of its inhabitants.”22 World
21
Karissa Rosenfield, “Ruins of an Alternate Future,” last updated February 3, 2013, http://
www.archdaily.com/327185/ruins-of-an-alternate-future-jinhua-architecture-park
22
Ibid.
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Fig 2.3: Crystal Palace, the Great Exhibition, 1851.

Architect, Bjarke Ingels, suggested that an evolution of architecture has come to a
new architectural style, one of “Pragmatic Utopianism.”23 Ingels pointed out that
two opposing extremes have dominated the field of architecture, the uninteresting,
overly pragmatic versus a naïve, wild utopianism. He stated that instead of choosing
one or the other, his practice aims to operate “in the fertile overlap between the two
opposites. A pragmatic utopian architecture that takes on the creation of socially,
economically and environmentally perfect places as a practical objective.”24 This
idea of a ‘pragmatic utopian’ approach is relevant to the aims of this project,
moving from the bold architecture of the Industrial Revolution and the restraints
of modernism to architecture which can represent a new kind of revolution, the

“Le Corbusier asked me if I had any ideas on the future of his art… I answered

revolution of sustainable development.

him that architecture would become ‘soft and hairy.’” 25

Rather than the radical, standalone icons produced by the World Exhibitions, an
urban farm on Auckland’s waterfront would be more successfully integrated into the
area. It should still be an impressive attraction for the public to visit, representing
the sustainable innovation of this age, but not so drastic as to alienate itself from the
environment that surrounds it. Through use of concepts of biomimicry, the site will
aim to merge seamlessly into the city’s ecosystem whilst improving the quality of the
surrounding environment over time. With the use of education through entertainment
this project will aim to create a unique, contemporary, and playful destination that
attracts the public to engage and interact.
23
Bjarke Ingels, Yes Is More: An Archicomic on Architectural Evolution (Copenhagen,
Denmark: Bjarke Ingels Group, 2009), 12.
24
Ibid.

25
Salvador Dali, Dali on Modern Art: The Cuckolds of Antiquated Modern Art (North
Chelmsford, MA: Courier Corporation, 1996), 29.
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Fig 2.4: Vaults of Sagrada Familia, based on studying the geometry of trees.

28

Fig 2.5: Inspiration for ventilation of the Gherkin Tower taken from the Venus Flower Basket.

2.4 Biomimicry
Human desire for following nature’s forms to find harmony can be traced back to

Janine M. Benyus has been a significant personality in the field of biomimicry and

Vitruvian writings, Goethe’s work with morphology, or even Romantic notions

has taken part in many initiatives to incorporate it into architecture, writing various

of truths in nature.26 Throughout history, designers and architects have looked to

books including, Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature.28 She develops her

nature for inspiration, often relating to form and decoration followed by structure

main theory of using biomimicry as the emulation of life’s design principles, and

and processes. Decorative, symbolic and metaphorical imitation of nature is not a

reinforces the idea of integrating nature’s well-adapted solutions with construction

new phenomenon. For example, the decorative ornamentation of the Art Nouveau

and engineering. Beynus co-founded “The Biomimicry Guild” in 1998, later joining

movement in the Nineteenth Century is based on plants and nature. Spanish architect

“The Biomimicry Institute” to become “Biomimicry 3.8”, a leading company in

and master of Catalan Modernism, Antonio Gaudi, was guided in his design by the

biomimicry innovation consulting, who aid and encourage scientists, engineers,

forces of nature and the geometry of forms, studying the geometry of trees for the

educators, architects and designers to incorporate biomimicry into creative strategies

massive vault structures of his world-renowned design of Sagrada Familia, Barcelona,

and designs.

begun in 1883. Other architects have had an interest in using nature as a design tool
through expression of structure, natural materials and integrating indoor and outdoor
spaces, including Frank Lloyd Wright, Alvar Aalto, and Mies van der Rohe. A recent
recognisable landmark completed in 2004, Sir Norman Foster’s Gherkin Tower in
London, took inspiration from the water and nutrient filtering efficiency of a Venus
Flower Basket sea sponge.27

26
2012).

William Myers, Bio Design: Nature, Science, Creativity (London: Thames & Hudson Ltd,

27
Modlar. “Biomimicry,” accessed September 11, 2016, http://www.modlar.com/inspiration/
biomimicry/?utm_source=mixpanel&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=wkdg_2016-06-23_
biomimicry

28
Janine M. Benyus, Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature (New York, NY: William
Morrow and Company, 1997).
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A design process for biomimetic design was developed in 2005 by Carl Hastrich

The idea is to continue following these steps refining the resulting design solutions as

of the “Biomimicry Institute” in the form of a spiral. The spiral, a form commonly

each step is encountered.

found in nature, was used by Hastrich to establish a fluid process to follow in
generating unique and sustainable design solutions.29 There are six steps in the
biomimicry spiral design process:
•

Identify the functions needed for a design to perform.

•

Translate the functions into biological terms.

•

Discover biological strategies and models that are used to accomplish these
functions in nature.

•

Abstract these strategies and reverse engineer them to suit the design problem.

•

Emulate these biological strategies to create a design solution.

•

Evaluate the solution against the initial design brief, and nature’s unifying
patterns (later described as ‘life principles’).

Fig 2.6: The biomimicry spiral.
29
Denise DeLuca, “The Power of the Biomimicry Design Spiral.” The Biomimicry Institute,
last updated June 14, 2016, https://biomimicry.org/biomimicry-design-spiral/

3ù

Biomimetic design tools have been developed over recent years; one key tool

The Design Lens then provides a guide to observe “Life’s Principles” as design

developed by Biomimicry 3.8 is “Life’s Principles Biomimicry Design Lens,”30 using

lessons, inspirational ideals from nature offering a sustainable benchmark against

patterns and optimised strategies found in nature to create a framework for modelling

which designs can be measured. These, together with the Biomimicry Spiral, are

innovative strategies and smart design solutions. The Design Lens builds on the same

tools that form a guideline to possibly be used as part of the design process for this

principles of the Biomimicry Spiral, with four areas that the lens can provide great

research project. The entire process may not be followed, but it could influence the

value to the design process: scoping, discovering, creating and emulating.

formulation of design concepts by reflecting principles of biomimicry.

Fig 2.7: Design lens, biomimicry thinking process.
30
Biomimicry Group, “Biomimicry DesignLens,” accessed September 13, 2016, http://
biomimicry.net/about/biomimicry/biomimicry-designlens/

Fig 2.8: Design lens, life principles.

31

British architect Michael Pawlyn is seen as a leader of biomimicry in architecture.
Pawlyn defines biomimicry as “mimicking the functional basis of biological forms,
processes and systems to produce sustainable solutions.”31 Pawlyn has built a
reputation for his ideas in biomimicry and innovative approaches to sustainability.
He points out that for virtually every critical problem we face today, whether it is
regarding resources, water or energy, there are examples in nature from which we
can learn, to ultimately benefit from what he describes as “a 3.8-billion-year research
and development period.”32 He identifies three key challenges that must be tackled
in order to progress in sustainable development; making radical increases in resource
efficiency; shifting from linear consumption models into ‘closed loop’ cycles that are
complex, interconnected systems, resulting in zero waste; and substituting a fossil
fuel economy for a solar economy.

31
32

32

Michael Pawlyn, Biomimicry in Architecture. (London: Riba Publishing, 2011), 2.
Ibid., 1.

Fig 2.9: The Eden Project, which Pawlyn was involved with, using a lightweight structure
inspired by study of pollen grains and carbon molecules.

“A complex system that works is invariably found to have evolved from a
simple system that worked.”33

Fig 2.10: Forms that influenced the Eden Project.
33

John Gall, The Systems Bible (Walker, MN: General Systemantics Press, 2002), 63.

33

2.5 Metabolism
Metabolism can be defined as “The chemical processes that occur within a living

sense of place in a stable, permanent home, which they may leave on their own terms.

organism to maintain life.”34 In architecture, metabolism is seen as viewing the

Even more so for civic, public spaces which form a solid base for the urban fabric of

city not as a static entity but as an ever-changing organism, requiring metabolism to

a place and inform the public’s relationship to it.35

maintain life.
Theories of the Metabolist architecture movement from the 1960s and 1970s looked

The failed theories of the Metabolist movement provide beneficial hints for

at a kind of genetic architecture towards cultural resilience for Japan after the war.

developing the concept of a Bio Park. Instead of designing physically transient

They aimed to create a utopia of resilience by using biological metaphors. Genetic

structures, there could be a move to more permanent architecture that is responsive

architecture was the notion of structures that could be customised, adapted, recreated

to its environment. Responsive architecture inherently reflects principles of nature,

and configured according to needs. Unfortunately Metabolist concepts ultimately

biomimicry. Metabolism in this research project is used to describe the processes

failed for a number of reasons, an example being the Nagakin Capsule Tower, the first

occurring within the Bio Park in order for the interconnected functions to operate

and last of its kind to reach realisation. The tower was made up of modules designed

efficiently, to ‘maintain life’ as its definition states. The concept of metabolism

to be removed and replaced every 25 years, with materials not made to withstand

corresponds with principles of systems biomimicry, observing closed loop cycles and

prolonged use. This was never fulfilled, leaving many of the dated capsules

interdependence of species within natural ecosystems. As part of these sustainable

abandoned in a state of disrepair, breaking down, leaking, and with ventilation

cycles, the life cycle of materials will be taken into account, including embodied

systems unable to be used due to asbestos contamination. Although the experimental

energy and the opportunity for recycling or returning materials to the natural

tower was supposed to facilitate renewal and transformation in the dynamic urban

environment at the end of a lifespan. These ideas are consistent with the concepts of

fabric of Tokyo, it became a tired, neglected, and crumbling remnant of Metabolist

“Circular Economy” and “Cradle-to-cradle” theories that will help to inform much of

ideals, now facing possible demolition. The ephemerality of Metabolism ultimately

the physical relationship of the Bio Park to the local environment.

became its downfall, not only because of the inability for current infrastructure to
support their ever-changing building concepts, but also because humans tend to
dislike the notion that their homes could be transient or fluid. They prefer to feel a
34
Oxford Dictionary, s.v “Metabolism,” accessed June 2, 2016, http://www.oxforddictionaries.
com/definition/english/metabolism
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35
Jack Self, “Metabolism: Items that are not Objects,” Millenium People, last updated
September 3, 2009, http://millenniumppl.blogspot.co.nz/2009/09/metabolism-icons-that-are-not-objects.
html

Fig 2.11: Nagakin Capsule Tower, street view.

Fig 2.12: Dilapidated capsule interior.
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The concept of “Cradle-to-cradle” was introduced by William McDonough and
Michael Braungart, by using the model of nature’s nutrient metabolism to inspire
human industry systems.36 By looking at the entire lifecycle of products, the aim
is to change from the linear “Cradle-to-grave” thinking and integrate materials into
healthy, continuous cycles of “Cradle-to-cradle.” Using this model, materials are
designated as either ‘technical’ or ‘biological,’ limiting each category of materials to
their own cycles. The technical materials can be recycled and the biological materials
are intended to cycle safely back to the biosphere. This has created a framework
for a Cradle To Cradle Certification system37 to certify only products that meet the
standards set by the sustainable model.
This same thinking is applied to the theory of “Circular Economy,” with a focus on
industrial economies that produce no waste or pollution by design, maintaining the
two material flows as identified by McDonough and Braungart’s model.

36
Braungart, and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle.
37
Cradle To Cradle Products Innovation Institute, accessed September 13, 2016, http://www.
c2ccertified.org/
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Fig 2.13: Diagram showing the two material flows of a circular economy.

Consider this: all the ants on the planet, taken together, have a biomass greater
than that of humans. Ants have been incredibly industrious for millions of
years. Yet their productiveness nourishes plants, animals, and soil. Human
industry has been in full swing for little over a century, yet it has brought about
a decline in almost every ecosystem on the planet. Nature doesn’t have a design
problem. People do.38

38

Braungart and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle.
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Fig 14: Education through entertainment, key approaches.
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2.6 Education Through Entertainment
To better understand how negative perceptions could be changed, the concept of

From research of education through entertainment, emerge three key approaches for

education through entertainment, or ‘edutainment,’ has been examined. If people

further analysis: museums, storytelling and education.

can be educated about sustainable development in an engaging, fun, and playful way,
then perhaps the public acceptance of sustainability could be gradually changed.
Education through entertainment has been used in various ways in human culture,
for example storytelling (parables, fables and ancient oral tradition), children’s
education, museums, television, and interactive media. The term ‘edutainment’ is a
portmanteau word that has been used more in the late Twentieth Century to describe
the growth in the entertainment industry of computer games, amusement parks and
TV shows which entertained, whilst also educating. The Walt Disney Company used
this word as early as 1948 when describing their “True-Life Adventures” television
series, stating that their films “have provided thrilling entertainment of educational
quality and have played a major part in the worldwide increase in appreciation and
understanding of nature.”39 Walt Disney understood the importance of capturing the
attention of people through entertainment while communicating the importance of
conservation.

39
Walt Disney Family Museum, “Walt and the True-Life Adventures, ” last updated February 9,
2012, http://www.waltdisney.org/blog/walt-and-true-life-adventures
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2.6.1 The Modern Museum
The integration of education and entertainment has been used in various museums

now specialise in interactive exhibition design, such as Kossman Dejong in the

over recent years to attract people and maintain or even increase public interest.

Netherlands, and Lumo Interactive in Canada, who create “display solutions that

Traditional museums hold collections of static artifacts, specimens and information,

deliver educational content in an interactive way.”41 These examples combining

originating from early museums that began as private collections of individuals, some

education and entertainment are significant in relation to the premise of an interactive

dating from c. 530 B.C. Public access to these private collections would be restricted

Bio Park and will influence the design interventions involved in this project.

to the discretion of the owner, usually elite males with higher social status. Even
the first ‘public’ museums were very exclusive, accessible only by middle and upper
classes. The current definition of a museum today is “A building in which objects of
historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest are stored and exhibited,”40 usually
focused around collecting, preserving, interpreting and displaying these objects for
the purpose of educating the public. Various types of museums today include natural
history, art, science, children’s, and war museums. Aims can vary from serving
specialists and researchers, to serving the public; now shifting the focus towards the
public audience. Accelerated ability to digitise and store information now allows
digital work to be displayed as virtual exhibits and include high-resolution images for
people to access.

Many museums set an example for interactive learning, with exhibits that are open
for the public to engage with and consequently gain interest in the associated theme

Fig 2.15: Interactive exhibit at NEMO Science Museum, Amsterdam.

or subject matter. Some examples include NEMO Science Museum in Amsterdam,
and the City of Arts and Sciences in Valencia. Dedicated designers and engineers
40
Oxford Dictionary, s.v. “Museum,” accessed June 1, 2016, http://www.oxforddictionaries.
com/definition/english/museum
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Lumo Interactive, “Museum Exhibits and Educational Displays,” accessed September, 20,
2016, http://lumointeractive.com/interactive-museum-exhibits-displays-educational/

2.6.2 Education
Some theorists have incorporated psychology into their theories of education,

have the capacity to make positive changes in the world. Montessori also strongly

proving the importance of initiative and excitement of children in learning. American

believed that “education concerns inspiring students to become life-long learners with

philosopher, John Dewey (1859-1952) believed that learning should not be from

a love of education,”44 seeing learning as being a lifelong process.

memorising facts and theories, but instead should be through experience, learning
through doing. Like Charles Darwin’s theories of adaptation in the environment,
Dewey believed that humans continually change in response to their current
situations. He promoted scientific analysis over traditional values and morals to
fundamentally change how people view the world – a philosophy he referred to as
instrumentalism, “the use of human knowledge and intelligence in one’s interaction
with their environment.”42 This can be true for educating the public also, and
education through entertainment can be incorporated into an interactive urban farm to
engage and excite the public.

One particular method of learning encountered through the writer’s own experience is
the Montessori Method. Developed by Dr. Maria Montessori in 1897, the Montessori
Method incorporates ‘Cosmic Education,’ the idea that everything in the universe
is interrelated.43 Montessori believed that in order to prepare children for life in the
real world, they needed to be prepared for the future; teaching them to acknowledge
the interdependence of living organisms so that they develop a consciousness of their

Fig 2.16: Children learning about the “Timeline of Life” in a Montessori classroom.

place in the world. Someone with that particular worldview and understanding can
42
New World Encyclopedia, s.v. “John Dewey,” last modified August 15, 2013, http://www.
newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/John_Dewey
43
Maria Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential (Oxford: ABC Clio Ltd, 1989), 3.

44
Steve Denning, “Is Montessori the Origin of Google and Amazon?” Forbes, last updated
August 2, 2011, http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2011/08/02/is-montessori-the-origin-ofgoogle-amazon/#cffc0087a02a
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In traditional education, much is learned in isolation, as separate subjects with little
or no connection. Cosmic Education was designed to teach children about how
everything is interrelated with five Great Lessons and a sub category of Key Lessons
after that, with a purpose “to create a picture in the children’s minds and to send
them off wondering, questioning, and exploring in order to fill in the details of that
picture.”45 The first lesson is about the coming of the universe and earth, the second
is about the coming of life on Earth, the third about the arrival of human beings, the
fourth about the story of writing and communication in signs, and the fifth the story

“Play is the highest form of research.”47

of numbers.

Montessori’s Cosmic Education is essentially storytelling, telling the story of life
through the five Great Lessons. These lessons take the form of stories because
the aim is to inspire children to learn and storytelling has the power to ignite their
curiosity.
Storytelling has been used in many forms of education, not only early childhood or
primary education but also in later schooling and tertiary lectures. Often storytelling
has the ability hold the attention of people more than a mere statement of facts,
instead creating connections that can be easier to comprehend. There are now studies
in neuroscience providing proof that emotionally engaging stories can affect more
areas of the brain than simply logical, data driven information.46
45
Paula Polk Lillard, Montessori Today (New York NY: Schocken Books, 1996), 59.
46
Paul J. Zak, “Why Inspiring Stories Make Us React: The Neuroscience of Narrative,” The
Dana Foundation, last updated February, 2, 2016, http://www.dana.org/Cerebrum/2015/Why_Inspiring_
Stories_Make_Us_React__The_Neuroscience_of_Narrative/
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47
Albert Einstein quoted in Don Ledingham, “Play Might be the Highest Form of Research –
But does it have a Place in Secondary Education?” last updated June 4, 2012, http://www.edubuzz.org/
donsblog/2012/06/04/does-play-deepen-students-learning/

2.6.3 The Art of Storytelling
From further research it became apparent that it was necessary to examine the art and

of mentally associating subjects with pleasure. This strengthens the concept for

science of storytelling as a prominent use of the ‘education through entertainment.’

using storytelling and play as a form of education through entertainment, conveying

Storytelling has been used as a method of communication throughout human history,

sustainable development in a compelling way.

from the Paleolithic Chauvet cave paintings, through to the use of story in religion,
parables and fables used to convey morals, and now the extensive use of film and
television today. Well-known examples of effective storytelling are the parables of
Jesus, still taught to people worldwide. People are also attracted to stories for pure
entertainment, such as those conveyed through novels, film, plays, music and poetry.

Brian Boyd writes on storytelling as an outlet of art, an evolved human adaptation in
On the Origin of Stories. He begins by establishing play, universal in mammals, as a
method of extending repertoires and sharpening sensitivity. It is also compulsive and
animals gain pleasure from it; Boyd identifies pleasure as nature’s way of motivating
creatures to perform activities. He then states that art is a type of cognitive play with
pattern, play that has evolved in human beings, “A work of art is like a playground
for the mind.”48 According to Boyd’s theory, storytelling is also a form of cognitive
play, engaging the brain in complex stories for pleasure. His theory determines
play as being central to human nature and the art of storytelling as a fundamental
adaptation. Boyd’s principles are consistent with the intended direction of hedonistic
sustainability for this research project, using elements of play and storytelling that
have been apparent in the evolution of human culture, proving to be a relevant way
48
Brian Boyd, On the Origin of Stories: Evolution, Cognition and Fiction London: Harvard
University Press, 2009), 15.

Fig 2.17: Photo of the Chauvet Cave paintings, an ancient form of storytelling.
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Architectural narrative often suggests that series of spaces can be ‘read’ similar

Many other storytelling techniques regarding structure could be used to create an

to the way that stories are communicated in movies, creating ‘scenes’ for the user

engaging site strategy, for example:

to experience. The nature of ‘narrative’ occasionally seems to have a more linear

•

structure, whereas storytelling models appear to be somewhat layered and cyclic.
Currently, narrative is typically used in architecture as a sequencing tool, which does

returning with newfound wisdom.
•

not appear to accurately reflect how we naturally experience spaces. Rather than
using narrative to direct people in a linear fashion, perhaps architectural intervention

The mountain, mapping tension and drama with a series of challenges rising
towards a climax.

•

could be used to allow users the opportunity to form interpretations of a story in a
particular setting that incorporates the layered nature of storytelling.

The monomyth, setting out on a difficult journey to an unknown place before

The nested loops technique layers multiple narratives within each other and a
central important story with a core message at the centre.

•

Sparklines can be used for mapping structure to contrast the existing world with
an ideal one, fuelling motivation and a desire for change.

Some key aspects of successful storytelling have been investigated and could

•

be applied to uses in design. For example, in order to gain initial interest of the
audience, an opening hook can be used to draw them in, igniting curiosity and

starting from the beginning to excite and capture attention.
•

inquisitiveness at the beginning of the story. This is also true in relation to design
for a visual hook to draw people towards a space or building. This could be applied

•

The false start begins with a predictable story then adds a twist, disrupting it to
begin again and show the benefit of a flexible approach.

•

The petal structure, organising stories that relate back to and strengthen a central
concept.49

intrigue. Elements such as sensory imagery, metaphor, conflict, rhythm, pace, and
drama can help to create provocative and captivating stories which activate people’s

Converging ideas can be incorporated to frame a key story with complimentary
ones, establishing symbiotic stories that come together for a strong conclusion.

to entry into the site, or the externally visible elements. It is vital to maintain the
interest of the reader when storytelling, often achieved through the use of surprise and

In media res is a technique that begins the story amongst the action before

•

Instead of interpreting these into a linear narrative path, some could be used

imaginations. These elements can be further investigated in the design process,

to represent various opportunities for how people might possibly experience a

experimenting with applying them to a design in order to create a complex, layered

journey through the site.

scheme that tells a story.
44
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Ffion Lindsay, The Seven Pillars of Storytelling (Bristol: Sparkol, 2015), 29

“If you want to build a flotilla of ships, you don’t sit around talking about
carpentry. No, you need to set people’s souls ablaze with visions of exploring
distant shores.”50

50
Antoine de Saint-Exupery quoted in Michael Pawlyn, “Using Nature’s Genius In
Architecture,” Ted Talks, last updated November, 2010, https://www.ted.com/talks/michael_pawlyn_
using_nature_s_genius_in_architecture?language=en
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2.7 Park vs. Farm
As well as being a functioning farm, dealing with food, water, energy and waste, this
hybrid urban farm will also function as a park for the public. The site at Wynyard
Point is currently designated to be “parkland”51 by Panuku Development, so this
project investigates how a contemporary public hybrid park could function. The
word “park” holds several different meanings. The Oxford Dictionary defines
‘park’ as “A large public garden or area of land used for recreation,” and as “An area
devoted to a specified purpose: ‘an industrial park’.”52 These definitions also cover
regional and public local parks, focused around nature in an area for the public to
enjoy. Next there are enclosed areas that are for a specific purpose: wildlife parks,
recreational/sport parks, trailer park, car parks, office parks, industrial parks, and
amusement parks. A British definition of park also includes children’s playgrounds.53
This variety of meanings almost suggests an overuse or ‘using and abusing’ of the
word, prompting study into the etymology of the word ‘park.’

Fig 2.18: Fiordland National Park, New Zealand.
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Wynyard Quarter, “Wynyard Point,” accessed September, 20, 2016, http://www.wynyardquarter.co.nz/wynyard-point
52
Oxford Dictionary, s.v. “Park,” accessed April 27, 2016, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/english/park
53
Ibid.

Originating from mid 13th Century, the Online Etymology Dictionary says the

As the project partly functions as an urban farm, investigation into the meaning of the

word park was used to describe an enclosed preserve for game animals, from the

word ‘farm’ was also necessary. Etymology of the word ‘farm’ dates back to c. 1300,

12th Century Old French word parc, “enclosed wood or heath land used as a game

a noun used for a fixed payment or rent, from the Old French word ferme meaning

preserve.” Other words related to park include Old English pearruc, the root of

“a rent, lease,” derived from the Latin firmare “to fix, settle or strengthen.” An

paddock; and the Old High German word pfarrih, meaning “fencing about or

alternative of the word farm was Old English feorm, also used for food, sustenance

enclosure.”54

and feast.55

Although there is now much more flexibility regarding functions, it seems that

The meaning of “farm” has since evolved to our current understanding of the

similarities remain from the original meaning of ‘park’. It still describes an area

word. The Oxford Dictionary describes the noun ‘farm’ to be “an area of land and

pertaining to a specific purpose, often with a physical boundary. The Waitemata

its buildings, used for growing crops and rearing animals,” but also meaning “a

Harbour acts as a sort of enclosure to the site, forming a boundary that may become

place for breeding a particular type of animal or producing a specified crop,” and “a

more flexible and permeable in certain places but still defines and highlights the

place devoted to producing or promoting something,”56 which the latter seems most

area. In the case of a Bio Park, the purpose is connected to public entertainment

relevant to the function of this project.

and sustainable development, yet on a deeper level it concerns creating a positive
relationship with the natural environment. The Greek root word “bio” means “life”,
frequently accompanying words in the realm of ‘life’ sciences. This perfectly
expresses the meaning of a Bio (Life) Park (A large public garden or area of land used
for recreation/an area devoted to a specific purpose). ‘Bio Park’ can be defined for
the purposes of this research project as being: A public zone devoted to the promotion
of life and sustainable practice, combining education and entertainment.
54
Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “Park,” accessed April 27, 2016, http://www.etymonline.
com/index.php?term=park
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “Farm,” accessed May 31, 2016, http://www.etymonline.
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56
Oxford Dictionary, “Farm,” accessed May 31, 2016, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/english/farm
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The branch of farming relevant to the Bio Park project is known as ‘Urban Farming,’
or ‘Urban Agriculture’. The word “urban” refers to the farm’s location in a town
or city, differing from a traditional, rural farm. Urban farming concepts are usually
focused around cultivating food as locally as possible, decreasing the long-distance
transportation usually associated with food production.

Vertical farming is one form of urban farming used today. This system addresses
the key challenges faced in modern rural farming: pesticide use, fresh water use,
food transport and rapid urbanization. Vertical farms can use hydroponic systems to
Fig 2.19: Brooklyn Grange urban rooftop farm, New York.

irrigate plants, which are stacked vertically in controlled environments. There are
many advantages to this form of farming including: crop production all year round,
resilience to climate change, fewer food miles involved, faster growth rates, higher
yields, limited agricultural runoff, and using up to 98% less water than open field
agriculture.57 Vertical farming could be suitable to integrate into this research project
in Auckland City, addressing current problems of rapid growth that the city is facing.

For this project it was decided that, although much of the workings of the site would
function as a farm, the word “farm” would not be used in the name of its function
because of existing preconceptions that could relate to agriculture. The term ‘Bio
Park’ instead refers to the recreation and entertainment aspects as well as suggesting
the key focus on life and sustainable development.
Fig 2.20: Example of a stacked vertical farm using LED lighting of select wavelengths.
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Association of Vertical Farming, “10 Advantages of Vertical Farming,” accessed September
13, 2016. https://vertical-farming.net /info/#advantages

2.7.1 The Amusement Park
As a form of park with a function created purely for the amusement and

These parks were analysed to find why they are so successful, and why people of

entertainment of people, the concept of amusement parks was analysed in relation to

all ages are attracted to them. There is the adrenaline rush, the childlike fun that is

the entertainment aspects of this project. Amusement parks are classified as “large

experienced and the unique memories created. Then there are the visually captivating

outdoor areas with fairground rides, shows, other entertainments”58 for the enjoyment

structures, as Walt Disney said, “It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.”59 Feats of

of large groups of people, and many are extremely successful worldwide.

engineering displayed in the form of rollercoasters attract many people who wish

Influenced by expositions and World Fairs, amusement parks evolved from European

to experience the rides, but also to watch and admire. Largely the attraction to

‘pleasure gardens’ and fairs. Pleasure gardens provided a privately run venue for

visiting amusement parks is the escape from daily life, from reality; entering into a

entertainment, often featuring menageries, bandstands and rides. Vauxhall Gardens

different world, leaving behind the problems and stresses of normal life. This then

was a pleasure garden established in 1661-1859 in Kensington, London.

became an issue to address. How can sustainability become playful and attractive at a
destination where people would rather escape the reality of life, where sustainability
is perceived as arduous? One solution is the creation of a world where one escapes,
where sustainable development is effortless, positive and enjoyable to interact with,
rather than presenting sustainable solutions forcefully as important, crucial and
nonnegotiable. It becomes a matter of how sustainable practice is portrayed in a
public setting and, secondly, how people interact with this practice in a positive way.
This is where it becomes relevant to introduce the concept of combining education
and entertainment to exist simultaneously in an environment that is attractive for
people to visit.

Fig 2.21: Impression of Vauxhall Gardens, London.
58
Oxford Dictionary, “Amusement park,” accessed April 16, 2016, http://www.
oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/amusement-park
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Derek Walker, Animated Architecture (London: Architectural Design, 1982), 10.
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Looking further into architecture for the purpose of amusement, key aspects of

Architecture for views and impressive structures appears to be more straightforward

attractive public architecture became apparent: architecture for views, impressive

to incorporate in design than the notion of ‘unique.’ What is unique? This can often

structures and the unique or extraordinary. Architecture for views includes towers

be tied to the context where unique architecture is based, so it makes sense to find

and lookouts as well as viewing pavilions. This attracts people by boasting ideal

what may be classified as unique in the context of this project. New Zealand, in

vantage points, often using height, and focusing on or taking advantage of a specific

particular, identifies with the distinctiveness of its landscape and the various ways

setting. Impressive structures include destinations such as amusement parks and

people can experience it, many of these experiences being adventure sports such as

seemingly impossible feats of engineering. Unique and extraordinary destinations are

bungee jumping, white water rafting, rock climbing and surfing. It was deduced that

distinctive and intriguing places that are unlike any other. This kind of architecture

perhaps a design outcome for this project could involve a building or structure that

offers a unique experience that makes it attractive.

people can interact with through some of these extreme adventure sports: a building
that can be climbed, jumped off, surfed on, or rafted under.

5ù

Fig 2.22: What is unique to New Zealand and how do people interact with this.
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3.0 PRECEDENT STUDIES

54

The following precedents were chosen for their relevance to the project of a Bio
Park. Each has specific features that are successful and are located in close proximity
to water, bearing significance for this project. These precedents were studied by
analysing specific aspects, forming a criteria that reflects key principles to form a
basis for a successful Bio Park model:

Successful sustainable principles
Connection to biomimetic design
Public attraction
Interactive public elements

From the previous theoretical review, these key qualities were established as essential
to investigate and contribute towards the design concepts of this project. Successful
sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design are required for the
hybrid urban farm to function effectively and to set an example for future sustainable
ventures. Public attraction and interactive public elements are important for creating
an attractive and engaging public destination. These criteria all relate back to the core
concept of hedonistic sustainability, and the supporting theories of education through
entertainment and biomimicry.

55
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3.1 Amager Bakke Waste-to-Energy Plant
Copenhagen, Denmark
2015-2017

This waste-to-energy plant is an influential precedent because of Bjarke Ingels’

The plant functions by turning 90% of the energy from the waste into high-pressure

take on architecturalising hedonistic sustainability principles; designing sustainable

steam, which is then converted into electricity.60 Part of the steam energy cannot be

architecture which is also fun and playful. After completion in 2017, it will be an

converted, so it is used for heating the district water. A flexible scheme is designed

impressive destination and representation of public engagement in Denmark’s capital.

so that production can be adapted to the actual heating needs of Copenhagen. Solid
products of the incineration such as metals, gravel and ash are sorted before being

Successful sustainable principles

recycled or utilised in road construction. Amager Bakke ultimately aims to utilise

Amager Bakke aims to be the world’s cleanest waste-to-energy plant and will be the

waste resources and reduce resource consumption while minimising environmental

largest building in Copenhagen. Residents and businesses can deposit their waste

impact.

for incineration in exchange for free district heating; as a result, a type of ecosystem
is formed within the site and also in relation to the city of Copenhagen. With this

Connection to biomimetic design

all-encompassing outlook, the plant features a comprehensive sustainability strategy,

The interlinked cycles connecting the plant with its context reflect an industrial

including both the building systems and its broader communicative role within the

economy, relating back to the idea of creating ecosystems influenced by looking to

social and urban context. Amager Bakke’s modern plant will replace the previous

nature. As Ingels concluded, “Architects have to become more than just designers

40-year-old waste incinerator of company Amager Ressource Center (ARC),

of 2-dimensional facades, or 3-dimensional objects, we have to become designers of

intending to produce 20% more energy than before. By using the latest technology, it

ecosystems.”61 Amager Bakke’s collection of waste, generation of heat and recycling

ensures energy production that is extremely efficient and environmentally friendly.

of materials all make a positive contribution to the local ecosystem. Although the
plant adopts systems biomimicry, the structure itself does not appear to incorporate

Fig 3.1: Amager Bakke impression.
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Amager Ressource Center, “Amager Bakke – et indbliki teknikken,” Teknisk Brochure,
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any biomimetic processes or forms.

byproduct of the incineration process. Exactly 250kgs of CO2 is represented by one
smoke ring, expelled through the building’s chimney and enabling the public to view

Public attraction

them from virtually anywhere in the city on a clear day. The rising rings are able to

The term Multifunktionelle industriarkitektur62 is used to describe the typology;

provide a shape and scale to the currently abstract emissions debate for the people of

industrial architecture with many other functions including recreational and

Copenhagen to see and even count. It fundamentally communicates that although the

ecological. As the tallest building in an essentially flat city, it is seen from many

cleanest technology and sophisticated models are used, in the end it requires people to

viewpoints around Copenhagen. Playful aspects are incorporated, such as a ski

change their lifestyle and attempt to reduce the absolute emissions output.63

slope, hiking trail and a machine that lets out CO2 in smoke rings. The concept of
a ‘mountain’ was derived from the issue faced by the local Danish people, that they

Critical reflection

have plenty of snow but no mountains to ski on, only mountains of waste. The new

Amager Bakke appears to be a beneficial precedent that demonstrates sustainable

ski slope provides zones for all abilities and areas for members of the public who

function. However, an issue is the lack of direct association between the recreational

do not wish to ski. These entertainment aspects aim to attract people of all ages, and

activities for the public and the function of the plant. For the Bio Park project a

change the way waste management is understood by associating it with a pleasurable

more relevant engagement between the public and the workings of the farm can be

activity.

encouraged in order to establish a positive relationship with sustainable development.
The idea is to involve the public in the processes somehow in a playful, entertaining

Interactive public elements

manner to subsequently educate them about its importance and change negative

The foremost interactive aspect of Amager Bakke is the rooftop ski field. However,

perceptions. The research project design outcome is intended to become similar

this lacks any discernible connection to the function of the building as a waste-to-

to the Multifunktionelle industriarkitektur typology, with the industrial metabolic

energy plant. A more direct reference to the building’s function can be seen in the

functions integrated with recreational functions for the public. A sustainability

release of CO2 smoke rings, each 25 metres in diameter. While the plant functions

strategy would establish how the Bio Park could fit into the local ecosystem, just as

efficiently and is ultimately reducing emissions to a minimum, CO2 is an unfortunate

Amager Bakke does, through systems biomimicry.

62

58

Amager Ressource Center, “Amager Bakke.”

63
Realities: United, “Big Vortex: A Building-Site Art Installation,” last updated April 12, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GL3xAaIcvI

Fig 3.2: Green façade.

Fig 3.3: Showing the inner workings of the waste-to-energy plant.

Fig 3.4: Impression of the rooftop ski slope.

59
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3.2 NEMO Science Museum
Amsterdam, Netherlands
1923/1997

This is a relevant precedent for this project in relation to the interactive aspects that

NEMO’s sustainability strategy involves using cradle-to-cradle approved materials,

can be incorporated in the urban farm. NEMO Science Museum opened in 1923.

energy efficient lighting, a planted green roof, and working with local businesses and

However its current home opened in 1997, an iconic building designed by Renzo

suppliers. Their ‘water bar’ substitutes bottled water for fresh tap water, flavoured

Piano on the water’s edge in central Amsterdam.64

with mint, cucumber and lemon – aiming to save 1500 litres of bottled water each
year. Several of their exhibitions are focused on clean energy technology, including

Successful sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design

‘Energetica’ and ‘Smart Technology.’ The cradle-to-cradle mentality and use of

Managing Director, Michiel Buchel, said “Science and technology are the

approved materials follows concepts of biomimicry, but that appears to be the only

driving force behind solving the problems caused by intensive use of our planet’s

connection to biomimetic design.

resources.”65 He believes that it makes sense to educate about the importance of
science and inspire people to pursue development in order to prepare for the future.

Public attraction

This relates back to similar concepts adopted by Maria Montessori: if people are

NEMO Science museum is a hands-on, interactive science centre. By inspiring

able to learn about technology and its impact on the world, they will develop a

curiosity in people of all ages, they aim to help create a better understanding of

consciousness and greater worldview, allowing them the capacity to make a positive

science, making science accessible to the public and encouraging an enthusiasm for

difference in the future.

science and technology. The public space created on the roof of the building has
been successful as a place for both locals and travellers to visit, as a viewpoint from

Fig 3.5: View of NEMO Science Museum.

which to see the city, to meet, to relax in the sun, or to see the museum exhibition. A

64
Renzo Piano Building Workshop, “NEMO: National Center for Science and Technology,”
accessed September 11, 2016, http://www.rpbw.com/project/39/nemo-national-center-for-science-andtechnology/
65
NEMO Science Museum, “NEMO: Organization,” accessed May 17, 2016, https://www.
nemosciencemuseum.nl/en/about-nemo/organization/nemo/

negative point is that the rooftop is only accessible during museum opening hours, as
the space could have the potential to be used during the evenings for events or other
programmes if it were available.
61

Interactive public elements
The mission, to “bring science and technology closer to the public in an interactive
and accessible way”66 stresses the museum’s emphasis on public interaction, with all
of their exhibitions incorporating elements of public engagement. One significant
exhibition to note is the ‘Energetica’ exhibition on the roof of the building. The
unique shape of the building creates the interesting public space on the roof, drawing
people to the exhibition where curiosity prompts them to interact with the different
‘islands.’ Each island deals with an aspect such as wind, water, and solar energy in a
way that encourages people to ‘play’ with objects to make them function effectively,
giving a sense of satisfaction or achievement without seeming forceful.
Fig 3.6: The smart technology exhibition.

Fig 3.7: Public space on the roof.
66

62

Ibid.

Critical reflection
This precedent is particularly relevant to the program of a Bio Park, combining
education and entertainment with the sustainable functions of the park. There is a
strong focus on interactive activities, which will be incorporated in the Bio Park,
alongside leisure and adventure activities for the public. The public space on the
museum’s roof provides an example of a successful public space created as part of the
architecture of the building, an idea that can be built upon in the design of a Bio Park.

Fig 3.8: Water collection feature on the roof of NEMO.

Fig 3.9: Interactive solar cylinders at the Energetica exhibition.

63

64

3.3 Buiksloterham “Clean Tech Playground”
Amsterdam, Netherlands
2008/2018

This site is an example of how an industrial area can be transformed into a dynamic

Successful sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design

public destination. Buiksloterham originally housed an airplane factory, a Shell

After some years of inactivity, city leaders decided that instead of selling the land to

oil lab, factories and a large shipbuilding industry. Over time, the area became a

a developer, they would take a more organic approach. This gradual approach was

wasteland as companies left or moved elsewhere, creating a decaying industrial zone

the only viable, practical solution due to the crash of the economy in 2008.67 The

with polluted soil in some areas.

area was zoned for a mixture of various uses – land that was safe to inhabit was
gradually occupied by residential or office buildings and any remaining industrial
businesses were allowed to leave in their own time. The city leaders prompted
creative approaches to sustainable urbanism, so now Buiksloterham has established
a ‘Circular Economy’, producing no waste or pollution by design, employing
techniques that allow the neighbourhood to handle its own energy, food and waste.
The main characteristic of Buiksloterham is the way it is connected to principles of
biomimicry. Plants absorb pollutants and will clean the soil progressively over 10
years. Raised walkways for pedestrians were built.

Fig 3.10: Buiksloterham initial impression.

67
Letty Reimerink, “How Amsterdam Turned a Polluted Industrial Site into its Most Interesting
Neighborhood,” Citiscope, last updated March 18, 2016, http://citiscope.org/story/2016/how-amsterdamturned-polluted-industrial-site-its-most-interesting-neighborhood

65

Fig 3.12: Diagram showing metabolism system within the neighbourhood.

Fig 3.11: Ceuvel café.

66

Fig 3.13: Photo of the raised pathways through Buiksloterham neighbourhood.

Public attraction and interactive public elements
The area includes a café where regular parties, concerts and cooking events take
place. This area is described as a “clean tech playground”68 due to the sustainable
practices implemented. As Buiksloterham develops, it is intended to include a
Metabolic Lab as a research and educational facility. Circular economy ideas are to
be the centre of the research focus, finding ways to complete the nutrient cycles in an
urban context and aiming to inspire and spread knowledge to the public.69

Critical reflection

Fig 3.14: Systems concept of the Metabolic Lab connecting to the community.

For project of a hybrid urban farm, a café venue would work well as part of the
public entertainment features and a similar research facility would be incorporated.
However, a more educational interaction with the ‘clean-tech’ aspects is proposed.
Biomimicry will also play a larger role in the Bio Park, more than simply the
ecosystem and circular economy philosophies. The slow transformation approach
could also be implemented for the site of Wynyard Point, as a brownfield site
gradually being turned into a public clean zone.

68
Chris Monaghan, “Opening the Cleantech Playground,” Metabolic, last updated June 25,
2015, http://www.metabolic.nl/opening-the-cleantech-playground/
69
Ibid.

Fig 3.15: Impression of the Metabolic Lab.

67

68

3.4 AltaSea
Los Angeles, USA
2015-2020

This development encompasses the transformation of an unused dock in San Pedro,

Successful sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design

Los Angeles, to become home to AltaSea, an urban marine research and innovation

The landscaping is ecologically designed, promoting water conservation as well

center. Covering a site area of about 35 acres of land and water, the research campus

as protecting local water quality. Water is continually recycled through a series of

will include seawater laboratories, offices, classrooms, lecture halls, and propose the

native habitat gardens, including green roofs, vertical aquaponic systems and salt/

world’s largest seawater wave tank to study wave patterns and tsunamis.70 It is to be

freshwater wetlands. AltaSea will also be powered with renewable energy and use

a world-class collaboration project between the government, business, marine science

cradle-to-cradle approved materials for construction that are non-polluting and can

and education towards targeted research for marine and ocean related issues.

be safely reused,71 this being the only evident connection to biomimetic design. The
project will take place in various stages, including demolishing existing structures
and retrofitting for adaptive reuse historic warehouse structures, as well as new
construction.

Fig 3.16: Impression of the AltaSea campus.
70
William McDonough and Partners, “AltaSea Masterplan,” accessed September 13, 2016,
http://www.mcdonoughpartners.com/projects/altasea-master-plan/
71

Ibid.

69

Public attraction and interactive public elements
The AltaSea development will primarily be for research purposes, so much of the site
will not be accessible to the public. Some areas, however, will be open to the public
with the aim of being interactive, for example the proposed “Engagement Center.”
This centre will also include an auditorium to be used for workshops and events, as
well as laboratories for engaging learning experiences. Bi-weekly tours are open for
the community to learn about the current research and processes and see how they
function.

Critical reflection
For the research and development part of the Bio Park programme, AltaSea is a useful

Fig 3.17: AltaSea night impression.

precedent, providing an excellent example of a sustainably designed facility for
innovation. The proposed urban farm could also retain some structures to for reuse
in the metabolic processes, for example tanks being reused for metabolic processes
or other public uses. In contrast with the AltaSea proposal, the hybrid urban farm
will aim to be more open to the general public with more interactive public elements,
which are not a focus of AltaSea.

Fig 3.18: Water management.
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Fig 3.19: Wharf site in Los Angeles.

71

Fig 3.20: De Kas greenhouse.

72

Fig 3.21: Inside the restaurant.

3.5 De Kas
Amsterdam, Netherlands
2001

De Kas, meaning ‘greenhouse’ in Dutch, is a nursery and restaurant based inside a

energy, water and waste are all brought together, transforming waste into closed loop

productive greenhouse. The historic greenhouses used by the restaurant date back to

opportunities.73 The interconnected systems of biogas, water treatment, fish and

1926 when they were part of the Amsterdam Municipal Nursery. Their belief is that

vegetable farming create a successful ecosystem, also an effective use of biomimetic

good food should be prepared with the freshest ingredients, so herbs and vegetables

design.

are grown onsite for the restaurant menu, which is created daily, based on the nursery
harvest and the season. The aim was to create “A kitchen surrounded by fertile soil

Public attraction and interactive public elements

where vegetables and herbs thrive… Where daylight shines in from all sides and

De Kas offers a unique dining opportunity for the public to be immersed in the

where the chefs are free to express their creativity daily using the best the season has

farm-to-table experience, surrounded by the processes that are all involved onsite.

to offer.”72

This provides the prospect of reconnecting people with food and the processes that
produce fresh food.

Successful sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design
The restaurant uses an anaerobic digester to take biodegradable waste from the

Critical reflection

local area and converting it into heat for the greenhouse, as well as providing

The closed loop cycles used in this scheme would be useful as an example that could

energy to feed back into the local grid. Water treatment onsite uses only plants and

be explored in the project of a hybrid urban farm.

microorganisms, producing fresh water and generating energy from the solids. A fish

An issue with the restaurant is that it seems relatively upmarket and more directed

farm uses vegetable waste from the kitchen and worms from the compost to feed the

to the ‘fine dining’ experience. If this was introduced as part of the Bio Park, there

fish, then supplying fish to the restaurant. Waste from the coffee shop is used as a

could possibly be several different dining opportunities, some suiting families as well

substrate for growing mushrooms for the restaurant. These cycles of food,

as fine dining.

72
history

73

Restaurant De Kas, “History,” accessed September 13, 2016, http://www.restaurantdekas.nl/
Pawlyn, “Using Nature’s Genius in Architecture.”

73

Fig 3.23: Impression of the cloudburst boulevard system in a weather event.

Fig 3.22: View of a central public space in St Kjeld.

74

Fig 3.24: Plan for Tåsinge Plads central community park.

3.6 St Kjeld
Copenhagen, Denmark
2014-2016
Critical reflection
Copenhagen has experienced extreme cloudburst weather events that have caused

St Kjeld provides an example of successful sustainable design across a large area,

thousands of euros worth of damage in some areas of the city. A neighbourhood

intended to successfully deal with flooding and extreme weather events. There are

in the Østerbro district of Copenhagen, St. Kjeld, has recently incorporated design

no clear connections to biomimetic design. However the view of the neighbourhood

techniques to protect against future flooding through use of vegetation and water.

as a blue-green urban ecosystem is an interesting one that could be applied to the

They now market themselves as climate-resilient, introducing “gray infrastructure”

waterfront site of Wynyard Point. Similar ideas of ‘cloudburst boulevards’ could be

with nature-based streetscapes aimed at water redirection and collection.74

incorporated into the Bio Park to become more resilient, preparing for Auckland’s
rainfall patterns and possible flooding. St Kjeld also shows a commitment to creating

Successful sustainable principles

public park spaces and pedestrian friendly streetscapes for residents and visitors,

The strategy for St Kjeld is to undergo a blue-green city transformation, with the

which could be applied to the project in Wynyard Quarter.

inclusion of flood pathways and smart street design to channel and collect water
effectively. Planner Rafn Thomsen formulated the idea of ‘cloudburst boulevards,’
forming “what’s essentially a hilly, grassy carpet interspersed with walking paths...
the bucolic mini-parks will turn into water basins, the hills essentially functioning as
the sides of a bowl.”75

74
Ramboll Group, “Large-scale Copenhagen Cloudburst Mitigation Plans,” accessed April 20,
2016, http://www.ramboll.com/media/rgr/copenhagen-cloudburst-solutions
75
Elisabeth Braw, “Copenhagen Unveils First Climate-Change Adapted Neighborhood,”
Aljazeera, last updated January 26, 2016, http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/1/26/copenhagenworlds-first-climate-adjusted-neighborhood.html

75

Fig 3.26: Showing the museum on its waterfront wharf location.

Fig 3.25: The Museum of Tomorrow cantilever over reflection pool.

76

Fig 3.27: Inside the museum.

3.7 Museu do Amanhã
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
2015

The Museu do Amanhã, also known as the Museum of Tomorrow, is an impressive

transformation of the local neighbourhood. As Calatrava described, “The city of Rio

building in Rio de Janeiro designed by Santiago Calatrava, featuring a 75 metre

de Janeiro is setting an example to the world of how to recover quality urban spaces

cantilevered roof over a reflecting pool. It is part of the revitalisation of Porto

through drastic intervention and the creation of cultural facilities such as the Museum

Maravilha, on Guanabara Bay. The museum houses temporary and permanent

of Tomorrow.”77 The main exhibitions are comprised of digital displays, with a focus

exhibition spaces as well as an auditorium, education centre, and café.

on provoking viewers to think about the future, reflecting on the current trajectory of
human development, and reinforcing the importance of sustainability. The curator,

Successful sustainable principles and connection to biomimetic design

Alberta Oliveira explained, “We hope people will come out feeling disturbed or

The Museum of Tomorrow aims to set an example for new sustainable developments

inspired but not indifferent. If they feel pessimistic, it’s not because of us; it’s because

in Brazil, using 40% less energy than conventional public buildings.76 Solar panels

of reality.”78

on the roof track the sun, resulting in optimum position for solar gains. The building
utilises the deep water of Guanabara Bay in its cooling system. The overall message

Critical reflection

of the museum is the need for a change in order to escape decline into environmental

The Museum of Tomorrow provides an example of a large, signature building that

degradation, climate disasters and social collapse. “Tomorrow” suggests a necessity

uses thought provoking exhibitions to communicate urgency for change in our society

for immediate change, reliant on the actions of today.

and the importance of sustainable development. The project of a Bio Park aims to
become a more interactive destination site. Instead of using the ‘shock factor’ used

Public attraction

by the Museum of Tomorrow, the Bio Park will take a more subtle approach, while

Surrounding the museum is a large public plaza to connect with the greater

still conveying the underlying message of the need for change.

76
Jonathan Watts, “Museum of Tomorrow: A Captivating Invitation to Imagine a Sustainable
World,” The Guardian, last updated December 17, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/
dec/17/museum-of-tomorrow-rio-de-janeiro-brazil-sustainability

77
Karissa Rosenfield, “Santiago Calatrava’s Museum of Tomorrow Opens in Rio de Janeiro,”
last updated 17 December, 2015, http://www.archdaily.com/778998/santiago-calatravas-museum-oftomorrow-opens-in-rio-de-janeiro
78
Jonathan Watts, “Museum of Tomorrow.”
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4.0 SITE CONTEXT
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4.1 Historical Context
Wynyard Wharf is the north point of Auckland’s Western Reclamation, currently
occupied by industrial functions and commonly known as the “Tank Farm.” The
western edge of Wynyard Quarter is designated for the marine industry while
petrochemical storage tanks and remnants of infrastructure occupy the majority of
Wynyard Wharf. The site is largely flat due to it being reclaimed land. Two roads
run along the wharf, Beaumont Street and Brigham Street, connecting it to the rest of
Wynyard Quarter and further south linking up to Victoria Park.

Historically, the edge where land meets sea has always attracted people for trade,
hunting and recreation. Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour was important to the
local Maori iwi who originally built their fortified villages along the waterfront on
headlands by the bays.79 The reclamation of Auckland’s shoreline steadily grew
from 1840 as the city grew and wharves were built, until the final component of the
reclamation was completed in 1930.80 Initially the reclaimed area was utilised by the
timber trade, before being used for petrochemical storage after the 1930’s.81 Now, the
city’s waterfront edge is largely occupied by the marine industry.

Fig 4.1: Historical map overlay of Auckland, highlighting the Western Reclamation.
79
Wynyard Quarter, “History,” accessed September, 16, 2016, http://www.wynyard-quarter.
co.nz/history
80
Ibid.
81
Silo Park At Wynyard Quarter, “History,” accessed September, 20, 2016, http://www.silopark.
co.nz/silo-park/about/

Fig 4.2: Auckland location plan highlighting Wynyard Wharf.

81

Fig 4.3: Aerial view of Wynyard Wharf.

82

4.2 A Contaminated Site

4.3 Resilience for the Future

The extensive industrial use of the port area at Wynyard Quarter resulted in the

One main factor for choosing Wynyard Quarter was that there is significant

land becoming contaminated over time by chemical and petroleum products,

development to come in this area over the next 25 years and, as a new harbour

including petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds.82

community, there are possibilities for modern building practice to establish a

This is a major concern for any future development on this site. Another issue of

successful sustainable development. Waterfront Auckland established a Sustainable

contamination is the polluted harbour water, which could be something that the urban

Development Framework83 especially for this new community, identifying a vision

farm becomes involved with in an effort to treat the water for safe use.

and key strategies to allow for new developments in the area. This framework will
be useful as a reference for adhering to the local sustainability concepts proposed
for the site, but the intention of this project is also to go beyond the framework,
to find innovative solutions that can connect more with the public. As a new
sustainable development, Wynyard Quarter provides a supportive setting into
which a hybrid urban farm could fit. The original vision of Waterfront Auckland
for developing Wynyard Point was, “to be a large public space including parkland,
plazas and a signature public building. It will be a significant, new sustainable urban
environment… that will model what we intend to be world-leading sustainable
technologies and behaviours.”84 This fits in with the aims for this research project;
however, the function will go beyond simply recreational parkland.

Fig 4.4: Existing tanks on the site.

82
Waterfront Auckland “Sustainability and Remediation,” last updated November 17, 2014,
https://www.waterfrontauckland.co.nz/waterfront-auckland/what-s-next/sustainability/remediation/

83
Waterfront Auckland, Sustainable Development Framework, 2013 (Auckland, NZ: Waterfront
Auckland, 2013).
84
Waterfront Auckland “Wynyard Point,” last updated November 17, 2014, http://www.
waterfrontauckland.co.nz/wynyardpoint/
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4.4 Site Access
The unprecedented growth of this new harbourside community over the next decade
will require more than what Panuku Development have planned as it will have to
support a large influx of people, and this project could make an enormous difference.

Wynyard Wharf is also a prominent site on the waterfront because of its location
and views. The tanks highlight the area when viewed from the city, from out on the
water, from the other side of the harbour, and also while driving into the city via SH1
on the harbour bridge. This is a very visible site, making it perfect for an exciting,
influential and contemporary new development to take place. What better place
for showcasing cutting edge, innovative sustainable architecture? The views of the
harbour and the city from the wharf are also an important aspect in establishing the
site as an impressive destination to attract the public.

Fig 4.6: Development plans for Wynyard Quarter by 2020.

84

Wynyard Wharf is not often accessed by the public; however, there is vehicle access
to the water’s edge at the north end. There are no pedestrian walkways to the north;
it appears that people often drive to the car parks at the meeting of Hamer Street and
Brigham Street as, although the view is beautiful, the walk through the industrial
area is not pleasant. On site visits it was noticed that tourist coaches stop at the end
of Wynyard Point quite frequently, where tourists hop off to take photos and admire
the view before continuing on. This shows the potential for this site as an attraction,
there are amazing views from this area and it could work well for a prospective public
building.

Currently, the site seems like a ‘dead end’ area with hardly any thoroughfare along
the Wynyard Wharf and a lack of appropriate pedestrian access to the northern point.
This seems to be a result of the closed off industrial functions of the area, as well
as it being unwelcoming with many warning signs, concrete walls and barbed wire
fencing.

Fig 4.7: Current site access (red= vehicle only, orange= private vehicle, yellow= pedestrian).

85

The proposal for a Bio Park aims to activate the wharf as a point of interest, as well as
a destination site for locals and tourists to visit. The northernmost point of Wynyard
Wharf is only a 7-minute walk from a popular restaurant area, North Wharf, making
it more easily accessible than it seems. The walking time from Auckland Town Hall
to Wynyard Wharf is approximately 29 minutes, coincidentally the same walking
time as between Sydney Town Hall and the Sydney Opera House, as an example of
a successful harbourside destination site. From the Britomart Transport Centre, it is
a 15-minute walk. Cycling would be another viable transport option, along with bus
and light rail. The Auckland Dockline Tram is expected to continue running from
November 2017, along Jellicoe, Halsey, Gaunt, and Daldy Streets. For this project, it
is proposed that the tramline will be extended to provide tram access to the Bio Park,
helping to revive the light rail system that was utilised in Auckland through the early
1900’s.85 Vehicle access to the site will be available. However it will be restricted
access for service vehicles and limited slow traffic with pedestrian priority.

Fig 4.8: Urban Design Framework transport analysis.
85
Auckland Dockline Tram, “The Auckland Dockline Tram Fleet,” accessed September, 16,
2016, http://aucklandtram.co.nz/auckland-tram-history

86

Fig 4.9: Access proposal.

Fig 4.10: Auckland Dockline Tram.

87

Fig 4.11: Bulk Liquid Storage tanks.

88

4.5 The Tanks
One company currently occupies a large area of Wynyard Wharf, Bulk Storage
Terminals (BST), a bulk liquid warehousing and logistics business dealing with
specialised liquid storage. Their lease of the land on the reclamation is one of the
longest, until 2025.
BST Auckland mainly stores Vegetable Oils, but is also compliant for handling a
range of products: Class 8 (corrosives), Class 3 (flammables) and tallow (animal fat).
Their tank capacities range from 50,000 to 3,000,000 litres, constructed from stainless
steel, mild steel and epoxy-lined steel.86

The existing tanks on the site allow an opportunity for reuse for some functions of an
urban farm, for example anaerobic digestion plants that require steel tanks for biogas
production. The largest tank onsite is 40 metres in diameter and the smallest is about
4 metres. For the tanks to be used as digesters, they must be maintained at a “steady,
warm temperature for optimum gas yield and stable system operation.”87 Biogas
production requires piping for heat transfer inside the tanks, which can be installed
by attaching suspension rails and pipes inside the tank. Certain pipe systems can
be easily adapted to the geometry of the fermenter, so reusing the existing tanks as
fermenters should be viable.88

86
Bulk Storage Terminals, “Services,” accessed April 20, 2016, http://bst.co.nz/services/
87
Digester.com, “Introduction to Anaerobic Digestion,” accessed April 21, 2016, http://digester.
com/learning/introduction-to-anaerobic-digestion/
88
Brugg Pipesystems, “Installation Inside a Fermenter,” accessed April 20, 2016, http://www.
pipesystems.com/site/index.cfm?id_art=25085&actMenuItemID=14179&vsprache=EN

Fig 4.12: Anaerobic Digestion Process.

89

Fig 4.13: Urban design framework, proposed programs.
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Fig 4.14: Urban design framework, heights plan.

4.6 Further Development
The Wynyard Quarter: Urban Design Framework89 has been established for the
area encompassing the site. The Bio Park project accepts the proposed surrounding
masterplan to some extent, and adopts the north end of Wynyard Point as the project
site. The planned buildings for Wynyard Wharf have been identified as mixed-use
development, with entertainment/retail at ground level, and commercial functions
and residential above. A maximum height restriction of 27 metres is to be enforced,
which will be taken into consideration in formulating a plan for the site, but may not
necessarily restrict the design. The framework establishes a park axis, connecting a
new “Point Park” to the existing Victoria Park. From the Urban Design Framework,
this project aims to maintain the idea of Wynyard Point being a green ‘park’ zone.
However it will not be a traditional park but a hybrid of park and farm for the public
to access.

The framework proposes an outline of possible mixed-use functions of the built
area on Wynyard Wharf, which faces onto the Bio Park site. The ground level
plan prioritises retail and entertainment functions, while the first floor allows for
commercial use with residential above. For the scheme of a Bio Park, it is suggested
that part of this mixed-use block will reflect the functions of the park, maintaining a
connection as part of the local ecosystem.
Fig 4.15: Urban design framework masterplan.
89
Architectus, Wynyard Precinct: Urban Design Framework (Auckland, NZ: Waterfront
Auckland and Auckland City Council, 2014).
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5.0 PROGRAMME

5.1 A Hybrid Farm
This new program of a hybrid urban farm has been identified as a ‘Bio Park.’ The

fit into this part of the project, looking to the examples presented in the precedent

name for this particular project in Auckland City will be “Waitemata Green,” but

analysis. The public and innovation sectors are expected to overlap with the

referred to here as the Bio Park.

metabolic sector, as it will be such a significant part of the site.

Three main sectors will form the concept of a Bio Park:

The innovation sector deals with experimenting and developing emerging sustainable
technologies and innovative techniques that can be utilised in the context of an urban

The Public Sector

farm in the city of Auckland. This may have parts that are more private, for research

The Metabolic Sector

and development purposes, as well as areas that cross over with the interactive,

The Innovation Sector

educational parts of the public sector.

These sectors would reinforce hedonistic sustainability and aspects of the criteria
established from the previous research of what contributes to forming a successful
Bio Park. The public sector includes areas open to the public for either primarily
entertainment, or educational entertainment. This could include recreational
activities, hospitality functions and other playful interactions with the metabolic
urban farm functions. The education and entertainment aspects will all relate to
the research on storytelling and play in human culture. This part of the project
will address the key aspects of public attraction and interactive public elements,
influenced by the precedent analysis.
The metabolic sector incorporates the working, technical aspects of the project;
sustainable ways of dealing with energy, food, water and waste. This is the heart of
the urban farm, fundamental to the closed loop cycles examined through studying
biomimicry. Successful sustainable development and biomimetic design principles
94

Fig 5.1: The three main sectors of the Bio Park.

5.2 The Public Sector

This sector will be a crucial part of the Bio Park, since the aim of the project is
to change the public’s acceptance of sustainability. Food production will be one
metabolic feature of the Bio Park that will become very relevant to the public. This
could include a variety of dining prospects, for business meeting spaces, casual café
seating, family restaurants, and fine dining. Providing various places that could
cater to different people and their requirements allows the Bio Park to be accessible
to all types of individuals. Food is an opportune way to allow people a highly
tangible connection between the produce farming of the metabolic sector and the
entertainment aspects of the Bio Park. This lets visitors rediscover ‘local’ by being
able to experience ‘farm-to-fork’ first hand through immersion.
The Bio Park and areas surrounding a central hub will be dedicated as public
recreational space, including elements such as an outdoor amphitheatre, urban
beach zone, playgrounds, and cycle and walking paths. The hub will be largely
accessible to the public as a landmark and signature public building for education
and entertainment. Space for community centre-type facilities will be included as

Fig 5.2: Initial sketch impressions of an interactive public urban farm.

there is currently a lack of community centres in the CBD. The only other central city
community hall is Pioneer Women’s and Ellen Melville Hall on High Street, with
others in nearby suburbs of Freeman’s Bay, Ponsonby and Parnell.
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5.3 The Metabolic Sector

As a hybrid urban farm, this sector relates to how the farming and harvesting areas

Waste management will include the breakdown of organic waste. A process that will

will operate at the Bio Park and how everything interconnects as a system.

be incorporated is anaerobic digestion, using microorganisms to digest biodegradable
materials, a fermentation process that produces byproducts of fertiliser and biogas.

The main four metabolic points of the site will be:

Biogas is a key product, capable of being used for energy and heat as well as
creating biomethane, which can then be converted into gas and fuel. Anaerobic

Waste management

digestion requires fermenting tanks, which could be an opportunity to retain some

Energy production

of the existing tanks onsite for reuse. Another means for managing waste will

Water treatment and collection

utilise organisms as part of the Bio Park ‘ecosystem’; bioconversion through worm

Food growing

and insect farming. Entomophagy has also been identified by the United Nations
as a more sustainable food option for the future, taking into account population
growth and impending arable land scarcity.90 This is something that could possibly
be explored as part of the Bio Park, with bioconversion’s added benefits for plant
growth.
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90
Arnold van Huis et al, Edible Insects: Future Prospects for Food and Feed Security, (Rome,
Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2013).

Renewable energy sources will be utilised in energy production, including wind,
solar and tidal energy. Vertical wind turbines, suitable for low and high winds, will
be incorporated in the metabolic sector. Offshore turbines based in the water near
Wynyard Point could be a possibility, as long as they do not interfere with harbour
boat routes. These and any Bio Park structures based in the water could be reinforced
with “Bio Rock,” forming accretive mineral structures from surplus electrical
currents.91 This solution mimics structures, low energy formation of an additive, selfrepairing material that aids restoration of marine ecosystems.

Water collection and treatment will take place on site, and excess water can be
distributed to local residents and businesses. Options involving filtering systems
using plants, microorganisms and possibly mussels have been explored for water
treatment. The cloudburst boulevards of the St Kjeld neighbourhood will influence

Fig 5.3: Vertical wind turbine tree.

methods of flood management throughout the Bio Park.

91

Pawlyn, Biomimicry in Architecture, 50.
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Fig 5.4: Program consisting of public, entertainment and research, encompassed by the metabolic cycles.
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5.4 The Innovation Sector

This sector will encompass various areas of research, mainly to do with refining
the metabolic functions of the Bio Park but also extensive research of existing and
developing sustainable technology. It will prove to be a vital area of the project, with
prospects of drawing national and international attention and attracting the interest
of investors. The innovation sector will work closely with all other parts of the
metabolic and public sectors, especially with the mixed-use residential block onsite.
There is an opportunity to join the local neighbourhood with innovation and provide
a platform for the experimental initiatives of the innovation sector. The objective
is that this experimental building (or group of buildings) would test and showcase
creative advances that could be applied to everyday living, ideas that could eventually
be passed on and utilised in the surrounding harbourside community.

The intention will not be to create exclusive, isolated labs purely for professionals,
but areas that are accessible to the public and welcoming interaction. For health and
safety reasons, some zones may need to be more private than others, but the overall
vision of the innovation sector will be to convey transparency in order to expose
people to opportunities occurring in sustainable development. This could also include
lecture spaces, classrooms and workshop areas, and involve community programmes.
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6.0 DESIGN

1ù2

6.1 Challenges
There were many challenges encountered in the design process for this project.
The constantly changing development of Wynyard Quarter continually affects the
surrounding context of the site, prompting the consideration of new development
as well as the existing condition. An important factor to deal with was making an
effective connection between the public spaces and functions of North Wharf and
Silo Park. This project also needed to consider difficulties of developing a public
destination at a brownfield, industrial site. The decision to retain some of the existing
tanks for reuse presented the challenge of determining their renewed purpose, as well
as dealing with their dispersed, cylindrical forms. Finally, adhering to the underlying
principles of hedonistic sustainability and Bio Park criteria form a key challenge for
the design process.

1ù3

6.2 Process
From biomimicry research on metabolism, it was found that responsive architecture
inherently reflects systems in nature. For a successful sustainable development,
it is important for this project to respond to the site of Wynyard Wharf. The site
was analysed and existing site geometry examined, taking into consideration roads,
pathways and site boundaries. As a method of spatial organisation and gaining
an impression of how the site could be divided, part of the methodology used by
Bernard Tschumi for Parc de la Villette in Paris was applied. Designed to revitalise
abandoned and undeveloped land, Tschumi wanted the park to become a space for
activity and interaction within a superimposed organisation and points of interest or
reference points. The park design aspired to be more than simply a traditional park
focused on nature, “a place of culture where natural and artificial are forced together
into a state of constant reconfiguration and discovery.”92 Tschumi’s plan to evoke
movement, interaction and exploration reflected many of the desirable characteristics
for the premise of a Bio Park, as another type of park.

Fig 6.1: Applying Tschumi’s design method to find reference points.

1ù4

92
Eduardo Souza, “AD Classics: Parc de la Villette,” last updated January 9, 2011, http://www.
archdaily.com/92321/ad-classics-parc-de-la-villette-bernard-tschumi

The spatial organisation and reference points were applied to the existing site plan of
Wynyard Point, also observing where major intersecting points of interest may occur,
also applying the same rules to the future masterplan of the site, as defined by the
Wynyard Quarter: Urban Design Framework.93 The current and proposed site grids
were then overlaid to find a combined grid layout.

After arriving at a combined grid with key axes and intersections identified, as well as
aiding in the initial organisation of space, the reference points could indicate potential
nodes of activity for the Bio Park. An example of this could be a solar power point
for charging devices or electric vehicles, an outlet for clean drinking water, or a point
of activity that is interactive and educational.

Fig 6.2: Exploring spatial organisation with the grid.

93
Architectus, Wynyard Precinct: Urban Design Framework (Auckland, NZ: Waterfront
Auckland and Auckland City Council, 2014).
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From the storytelling research, a concept was established to incorporate elements
of storytelling in the design masterplan. One key method explored is in the form of
an interactive journey through the Bio Park while simultaneously educating about
the interrelated onsite functions of water, food, waste, and energy. Echoing the
“Petal Structure” method, each metabolic function represents its own story, whilst
also being interrelated, connecting back to the a central hub and strengthening the
key message of hedonistic sustainability. These main functions then form specific
areas that incorporate interactive activities, giving the public an understanding of the
interconnected relationships between these vital functions. These many activities
associated with the Bio Park reflect the layered nature of storytelling.

It became apparent through site analysis that there exist three distinct clusters of
tanks. Since some of the tanks may be maintained and reused for the Bio Park, the
three clusters could form the basis for areas of metabolic activity. The most exposed
zone at the northernmost point would be the most effective for energy harvesting
from the sun, wind and tide, becoming the ‘energy zone.’ The eastern side is close
to the water where the Freeman’s Bay storm water outlet lets out into the harbour,
making it ideal for the ‘water zone’ to collect and treat water. On the western side, a
proposed farming area could be close to the next cluster, the ‘waste zone,’ where food
waste can be processed and fertiliser byproduct can be used for plant growth.

1ù6

Fig 6.0: Fig 6.3: Site metabolism.

Different masterplanning configurations were explored, including the use of a ‘retail
street,’ a singular signature building, multiple structures enclosing a central park
space, and several groups of buildings with a central hub building.

Fig 6.4: Masterplanning configurations.

1ù7

The developed site strategy identifies the three tank clusters to create metabolic zones
for waste, energy and water, with an added zone for food growing. Other key activity
nodes of the site are the restaurant, the urban beach and the mixed-use apartment
living zones. A central hub will form a major signature building, a significant
entertainment and educational destination for the public, as well as being a technical
hub, which has connections to all of the activity nodes. This building is referred to as
the “Bio Hub” and is the main architectural design focus of this research project.

Fig 6.5: Metabolism strategy.

1ù8

Fig 6.6: Site strategy.

Using the grid, axes and focal points as a guide, the different specialised zones were
considered as footprints and masses, also experimenting with the in-between spaces
created. Permeability and division of space were explored, observing access and
connections between various zones.

Fig 6.0: Fig 6.7: Exploring forms.

1ù9

The method of using the grid appeared to result in very linear forms so, to soften the

In the developed masterplan proposal, smaller low-level buildings, running from

edges, the in-between spaces and pathways were regarded as more organic, cellular

Beaumont Plaza to the Urban Beach, form the retail street with pedestrian priority

shapes to better suit the premise of the project. Forms were dispersed by introducing

and restricted vehicle access. Facilities for monitoring and maintenance are located

fragmentation to emphasise the unique spaces between, rather than having larger,

in their respective metabolic zones as small single-level buildings. The key public

standalone buildings.

buildings are to be the central Bio Hub, with both educational and entertainment
uses, and the restaurant zone, to include an indoor fresh food market, as well as both
informal and formal eateries.

Many tanks are to be maintained for reuse, however eight tanks are removed and their
footprints will be left in some way as a reminder of what was once there. The uses
of the tanks will vary; however, some will be used for metabolic uses and some for
public entertainment.

Fig 6.8: Organic, cellular spaces.
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Fig 6.9: Developed masterplan proposal.
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Fig 6.10: Masterplanning model at 1:500.
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Fig 6.11: Developed plan in context.
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Various impressions explored possible entertainment uses for the tanks, including
suspended trampolines, a fernery, theatre, observatory, and gallery. One concept
determines the largest tank to be filled with water, housing an artificial reef and used
as a diver training facility. A similar project, Landschaftspark in Germany has reused
an old gasometer for this same purpose.94 With a tank diameter of 45 metres and
depth of 13 metres, the size is comparable to the largest tank on the site of the Bio
Park, making its reuse as a diving facility a viable proposal.

Fig 6.12: Impressions of possible tank uses.

94
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, “Diving,” accessed September, 20, 2016, http://
en.landschaftspark.de/leisure-sport/diving
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A framework structure acts as a visual and physical connection between areas of the

Another network of pipelines connects the metabolic zones of the site, transporting

Bio Park, as well as creating opportunities for interaction. It can become a modular

products across the Bio Hub in a visibly interconnected system. The pipes would be

structure with many different configurations. Further exploration of this framework

specifically coloured to correspond to their respective zones, allowing the public to

investigated more of a suspended pathway, forming a network of ramps.

follow the relationships and adding to the complex, layered storytelling of the Bio
Park.

Fig 6.13: Modular framework concept.

PARK

SELL

CHARGE

DRINK

REST

VIEW

GROW

DISPLAY

PLAY

Fig 6.14: Modules.
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As well as a functioning urban farm, the Bio Park provides a place for people to
‘live, work and play,’ but how the public interacts with the site will be extremely
significant. There appear to be five categories of attractions, demonstrating the
various ways the public can interact with the site. The first would be the visual
observation for people who may catch sight of the Bio Park or view from afar.
The second, almost through osmosis or exposure, for example the fishermen who
currently frequent Wynyard Wharf to fish can continue to visit the site for their
customary purpose, but still be exposed to the happenings that occur there. The third
category consists of people who desire to wander through the Bio Park, experiencing
it by walking, running or cycling through. The fourth is a tactile interaction, directly
engaging with installations or activities at the Bio Park, or even interacting with the
buildings themselves. Lastly, the fifth category refers to the people who live in the
residential section of the Bio Park, immersed in the experience on a daily basis.

All levels of interaction should be addressed in the final design outcome, including
storytelling elements of surprise and intrigue, prompting curiosity and maintaining
interest.
Fig 6.15: Interpreting the framework as a ramped pathway.
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Fig 6.16: Levels of interaction.

Fig 6.17: Urban beach tidal pool concept.
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6.3 Bio Hub Development
Since biomimicry has been considered in relation to systems with the masterplanning

The processes and form of the Namibian Desert Beetle, Stenocara gracilipes, were

of the Bio Park, the Bio Hub concept will investigate processes and form inspired by

studied as a possible influence for the biomimetic design of a façade. The nocturnal

biomimicry.

beetle is able to harvest fresh water in the coastal Namib Desert with its shell, or
elytra. Heat is emitted from the matte black shell, which is tilted to face incoming

The environmental concept for the Bio Hub is to apply principles of biomimicry

sea breeze causing dew droplets form on the shell. The bumpy surface of the elytra is

to the design. The result is to design a building that is responsive and flexible; a

smooth and hydrophilic, while the surface between bumps is waxy and hydrophobic.

building that is engaged with and adapted to its environment. A key part of this will

This allows droplets to form only on the bumps, sliding down to the beetle’s mouth

involve efficient design of the ‘skin’ or façade of the Bio Hub. Ilaria Mazzoleni

after reaching critical size.96 Droplets prove to be more mobile in comparison to a

has drawn a comparison, for both biological and architectural worlds. The skin

film of water over a surface, letting the beetle harvest water effectively even with

“constitutes the threshold between the interior and exterior realms; it is the element of

limited moisture in the air. Biological examples such as this can help to inform how

connection between the two. Skin is a barrier, yet it is permeable.”95

the Bio Hub will function as a responsive building in its environment.

95
Ilaria Mazzoleni, Architecture Follows Nature: Biomimetic Principles for Innovative Design,
(Boca Raton, FA: CRC Press, 2013), 53.

96
Guadarrama-Cetina, J., et al., “Dew Condensation on Desert Beetle Skin,” European Physical
Journal E 37, no. 109 (2014): 1-6, doi:10.1140/epje/i2014-14109-y
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Fig 6.18: Namibian Desert Beetle study.

Fig 6.19: Study of a proposed use for applying beetle shell concept.
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The structural concept for the Bio Hub is motivated from observing forms in nature,
evolved to be extremely efficient in use of materials and space through ingenuity of
form. As Julian Vincent observed, “materials are expensive and shape is cheap.”97
In nature, hierarchical structures build up form, rather than monolithic structures.
An example of this is the structure of bird bones; lightweight, porous hierarchical
forms that maintain shape and strength with efficient use of material. Multiple levels
of hierarchy can be refined to use much less material than a solid section of the
same size.98 Although hierarchy can be seen in engineering today, most man-made
structures use one or two levels of hierarchy, whereas six or more levels are common
in biology. Hierarchical strategy, inspired by nature, will form a basis for the
structural concept of this project. The design of multiple structural cores could also
reflect the random, scattered nature of the tanks at Wynyard Wharf.

Fig 6.20: Diagram showing how hierarchy can be used to reduce material.

12ù

97
98

Julian Vincent quoted in Michael Pawlyn, Biomimicry in Architecture, 33.
Pawlyn, Biomimicry in Architecture, 44.

Fig 6.21: Exploring hierarchy of bird bone in a structure.

Fig 6.22: Section sketch of bird bone.
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Overall form of the Hub is influenced by the main axes and responsive to the
surrounding functions. Primary public pathways cut through the building, with three
distinct forms emerging, also reflective of the three tank clusters. Exploration of
relationships between these forms arrived at an arrangement where the forms stepped
up in height, creating spaces with an outdoor flow to roof level. Orientation to the
north maximises solar gains and the advantage of harbour views. Variations were
explored where these straight edged forms were translated into more organic forms,
better responding to the surrounding landscape and forming more natural paths
through the building.

Fig 6.23: Diagrams suggesting possible functions.
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Fig 6.24: Identifying three main forms.

At ground level, the Bio Hub would be entirely public. A permeable ground floor
would be able to open out to surrounding metabolic zones and public outdoor space.
The west façade faces the retail street and so would incorporate retail functions. A
central atrium provides benefits of natural light and efficient ventilation with stack
effect. The atrium features an internal garden, an attractive feature for the public
and method of producing oxygen in the building. Ground level retail opens up to the
main street axis.

The south façade is dedicated for a climbing and abseiling wall, allowing visitors
to engage with the building up close. This adventure sport area is visible from
the Viaduct and North Wharf access to the Bio Park, creating an exciting visual
connection and drawing attention to the Bio Hub.

Fig 6.26: Plan concept sketch.

Fig 6.25: Sketch of indoor garden space.
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A stream passes through the site as part of the water management strategy, as well as
forming a connection from the water treatment zone, flowing through the Bio Hub
building. Use of a dam system forms a man made wave that aims to draw surfers to
experience river surfing, similar to the Eisbach in Munich, Germany. This provides
entertainment for people watching surfers at the Bio Park; also showing off the clean,
safe water treated on site.

Further development of the Bio Hub established the functions of the different
sections, including a community centre, retail, café, workshops, labs, gym, offices,
and public roof terrace.

Fig 6.27: Impression of formal strategy.
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Fig 6.28: Concept for pathways with cloudburst boulevards.

Fig 6.29: Bio Hub concept.
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Fig 6.30: Plan around community zone.
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Fig 6.31: Community zone section.

Fig 6.32: Community centre plan iteration.

Fig 6.33: Office plan iteration 1.

Fig 6.34: Office plan iteration 2.
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6.4 Outcomes
The developed design of the Bio Park and Bio Hub endeavours to establish scheme
with the concept of hedonistic sustainability, combining education and entertainment
to form an attractive public destination. The following analysis of the design
outcome considers the criteria for a successful Bio Park.

Successful sustainable principles

Public attraction

The Bio Park is devoted to promoting sustainable development, applying principles

The distinctive Bio Park is unlike any public destination in New Zealand, designed

of hedonistic sustainability to the fundamental message and physical functions of

to attract people to engage with the hybrid urban farm and encounter a unique

the scheme. The hybrid urban farm relies on renewable energy resources to produce

experience. Views of the city and harbour from Wynyard Wharf are an appealing

energy, enabling it to provide excess energy to the local grid. Innovation labs are

feature for visitors, especially from the public terrace of the Bio Hub. Various public

dedicated to developing better sustainable technology and educational programs aim

spaces provide enjoyable venues for leisure, recreation and events.

to spread knowledge to visitors. The wider vision of the project is help to change the
public perception of sustainability to a positive one, and creating a model that could

Interactive public elements

be adapted to use in other locations.

The many types of interaction have been explored, showing there are various different
ways to be involved. People can visit the Bio Park to shop at the food market, relax

Connection to biomimetic design

at the urban beach, walk along the promenade, or take part in adventure sports such

Systems biomimicry plays a large part in the Bio Park design, communicating the

as climbing, abseiling, diving and surfing. Educational labs provide opportunities for

metabolism of food, waste, water, and energy by design with elements of storytelling.

students to learn about sustainable and biomimetic technology.

Considering the ecosystem of the local area also connects to principles of biomimicry.
The Bio Hub building’s structure and skin reflects processes and forms from nature,
using biomimetic ideas and technology in the design.
129

7.0 CONCLUSION
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This research project set out aiming to help change the public acceptance of

Elements of storytelling convey the interconnected cycles and relationships between

sustainability, reinforcing the need for a crucial paradigm shift to make substantive

the zones of food, waste, energy and water, helping to develop an understanding

progress in sustainable development. The research seeks to answer the question:

through engaging with these aspects of the site. From this combination of playful

how can the public acceptance of sustainability be changed through using principles

interaction and understanding, people will leave the Bio Park with a transformed

of hedonistic sustainability in establishing a hybrid urban farm as a dynamic public

perception of sustainability.

destination for Auckland? This project outlines a design response that integrates
concepts derived from hedonistic sustainability, of biomimicry and education through

This project ventures to inspire future projects to follow suit and build on the

entertainment, endeavouring to generate the concept for an exciting interactive public

concepts of a Bio Park. Though this particular scheme is specific to Wynyard Point in

destination. By introducing the Bio Park model with the core concepts of biomimicry

Auckland, a similar model with the same premise and strategies could be explored for

and education through entertainment, we can establish a positive relationship with

other cities in response to rapid urbanisation and the need for a sustainable revolution.

sustainable development. Criteria have been identified for developing a successful

The purpose of this model is to act as a catalyst, though ultimately acceptance and

Bio Park comprising of: successful sustainable principles, connection to biomimetic

change of perception comes down to the individual.

design, public attraction, and interactive public elements.
In conclusion, this project alone is by no means the solution to changing public
The resulting design outcome focuses on developing a setting for various adventure

acceptance of sustainability, but provides a foundation for instilling positive attitudes

and leisure activities, integrated with the metabolic processes that allow the Bio Park

through public architectural intervention.

to function efficiently. Biomimicry inspires efficient systems and processes, as well
as providing a fresh, inspiring way to exemplify sustainable technology.
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15ù

La Darsena
Milan, Italy

become an exciting destination, which is also intended in the design for the Bio Park.

2015

However, this project appears to be more focused on landscape design rather than
architectural aspects.

This project aimed to revitalize Milan’s original port area, redeveloping over 18
months and being finished in time for the Milan Expo, mid 2015. Originally, Milan
was one of Italy’s largest inland ports with a large network of canals as an important
part of the city’s urban fabric. In 1979 the canals were closed and the port was
neglected. Darsena is a 750 metre long basin at the heart of the old port, where two
of the three remaining canals meet, originally used as a meeting point for swimming,
rowing clubs, cycling and boating.

Restoration of the site was to establish a symbolic and historic site for Milan by
renovating the banks of La Darsena, as well as redefining the surrounding public
spaces. Pedestrian walkways and public gardens have been created as well as
a central venue that can be used for exhibitions, lectures and cultural activities,
including a covered market and a public leisure area. During the Expo a programme
of events included floating platforms and pavilions.

This precedent is useful to see how an historic port area was redesigned for the
public. Through the revitalisation of Darsena, character and culture was brought
back to the ancient port, creating a contemporary, chic new hub for activities and
social interactions. A better connection with the waterway was established and it has
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